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Abstract 
An interesting area within conversation analysis on which few studies have been done is strategies employed by interlocutors for 
topic termination. Not only non-native speakers, but also native speakers have difficulty in order to develop the tact required for 
topic termination. This study aimed to examine strategies which Persian speakers employ for terminating a conversation. The 
participants were two groups of 30 graduate native speakers of Persian and English and the natural data collected via various 
means in English. The data incorporated male and female speakers with an age range of 20-33.Spontaneous interviews were used 
to gather data, then an open-ended DCT was formed based upon the results of the interviews. According to the results of data 
analysis, native Persians were observed to use a greater variety of pre-closing and closing devices in comparison with native 
English speakers as there are radical cross-cultural differences between Persian and English accepted norms of politeness. Using 
fewer and more limited pre-closing sequences by native English speakers is explained by relating it to their tendency to be direct 
and individualistic, while Persians made use of more such sequences due to their culture which tend to be highly publically 
oriented.  
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1. Introduction 
According to J. Liddicoat (2007 ) closing a topic signals that the participants want to withdraw from a talk; the 
parties need to do it in a way which does not make their relationships  vulnerable and all have had the opportunity to 
talk about all things which need to be discussed in the conversation. Thus ending it should be sensitive to its present 
situation and what is going to occur and speakers need to apply some practices which indicate the end of a talk; 
distinctive from silence. This aim will be reached through disengaging from turn-taking system and also creating a 
closing implicative environment, some sets of actions after which closing is a common activity, though it might not 
happen. The style of closing a conversation is a predictable set of activities which include: pre-closing and terminal 
sequences which form a ‘closing section’ that are both required to achieve closing properly (Schegloff & Sacks, 
1973). In other words terminal sequences constitute expressions and adjacency pairs which accepting their latter 
component in the pair shows the end of the conversation. 
For Schegloff and Sacks (1973, p. 295) terminal adjacency pairs have the following features: 
 
1) Two utterance length 
2) Adjacent positioning of component utterances 
3) Different speakers producing each utterance 
    Nevertheless, these may not be enough to allow the parties to make sure whether there are further things to talk 
about. Consequently, pre closing sequences taking the form of “we-ell”, “O.K”, “so” are sometimes provided which 
do not lead necessarily to closure, that is why Schegloff and Sacks(1973) call them possible pre-closings as a means 
of passing the turn due to having  nothing to say or giving a free turn to a next. 
Terminating a topic is not just limited to saying "good bye"; rather it constitutes a variety of expressions, whether 
explicit or implicit. As Liddicoat (2007) argues conversational closing is not a set routine that all conversations must 
pass, but it is achieved by participants. However, various interactional styles due to different cultures make these 
sequences contrasted.  
 
 
1.1. Face  
     
   “The positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line, a pattern of verbal and nonverbal 
acts by which he expresses his view of the situation and through this his evaluation of the participants especially 
himself, others assume he has taken during a particular contact”(Goffman, 1967, p. 5). For Watts (2003, p. 107), the 
key to Goffman's notion of face is that it is "not something that the individual somehow builds for him/herself, 
which then needs to be supported and respected in the course of interaction, but is rather 'public property', something 
which is only realised in social interaction and is dependent on others”. 
 
 
2. Present study 
 
In Schegloff and Sacks’ view “Topic talk is an ambiguous notion, being understandable both as the organization 
of the unit ‘a topic’, and as the organization of a set of such units within the larger units ‘a single conversation’” 
(1973, p.300). In the present study this is the latter that we intend. Aiming at exploring the similarities and the 
differences between native Persian and English verbal strategies to terminate a conversation, non-verbal 
mechanisms, prosodic features and uncompleted sentences or unilateral terminations which are arisen because of 
pique, anger, and brusqueness were not taken into account. To date, some topic termination strategies have been put 
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forward such as goal, blame, summary, thanking, plan, imperatives to end and wishing well1 (Coppock, 2005), 
reinvocation of earlier made arrangements (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), Acknowledgement tokens (Howe, 1991) for 
English speakers but other mentioned strategies in this paper are according to the data which was gained and 
interpreted from the interviews and the responses to DCT.  
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
3.1. Participants 
 
The participants of this research were two groups of 30 graduate native speakers of Persian and English, both 
male and female, aging from 20-33. Participation within the study was entirely voluntary. 
 
3.2. Instrument 
 
In order to perform the study 30 spontaneous and not pre-planned Persian interviews were first recorded and 
transcribed and English data was collected via various means as films, chats, telephone talks, etc. As the most 
common method of pragmatic-based researches has been the use of discourse completion test (DCT), an open DCT 
(appendix A), including two versions of questionnaire consisting of 8 scenarios was arranged based on the frequent 
topics of the conversations. First the Persian DCT was set and then it was rendered to English.  
 
3.2.1. Pilot study 
 
The reason for using DCT was that it is advantageous in keeping variables rather constant and can elicit a large 
amount of data in a relatively short period time (Lorenzo-Dus 2001). The DCTs were first given to the native 
speakers of each language to ensure that these devices yield the desired response and will remove the ambiguous 
and confusing situations and were verified, then they were answered by the participants. 
 
3.3. Data collection and analysis procedures 
 
The data obtained through DCT was analyzed descriptively to describe and interpret the differences between the 
two DCTs. In addition inferential statistics of the data is presented. As it was said in the introduction terminating the 
conversation needs creating a closing implicative environment, hence, no speaker sufficed to one strategy and all the 
strategies are solely meaningless and do not lead to topic termination; each sentence of the answers to each scenario 
was interpreted and categorized based on the context of the DCT scenario, thus the utterances may be recognized to 
have another role in a different context, and also, being direct or indirect of each sentence was determined based on 
the scenarios of this paper DCT.Gender was taken as the control variable and data was analyzed in terms of the 
contrasts between the two cultures as well as the distinctions due to different kinds of social relations of 
interlocutors.. The frequency of the strategies used by Persians and Americans shown in table 1 are based on the 
data gathered through DCT (the number of the strategies in table is different from strategies gathered from 
interviews). 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
Strategies of topic termination used by Persians: 
x Indirect strategies 
 
 
 
1 It is discussed as general wish by Coppock 
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1. Imperative to end: a strategy which implies that the conversation must be ended because of an external factor and 
the speaker wants to show h/she is still willing to continue the talk. 
Fekr kon- æm væqt-e-mun tæmum  šod-eh                                                                                   I think our time is up 
 
2. Pointing to the Time: Speaker points to the time to disengage him/herself from the conversation. 
Dir væqt-e                                                                                                                                              It’s late 
 
3. Apology 
šærmændeh                                            I am ashamed 
   
4. topic-bounding tokens 
Dær hær suræt                                                                                                                                         anyway 
 
5. Acknowledgement tokens: the coparticipant confirms the previous statements. 
āre….to rāst mig-i                                                                                                                            yes…you’re right    
 
6. compensation/promise 
Færdā  be-t zæng mizæn-æm                                                                                                      I’ll call you tomorrow 
 
7. Permission 
bā ejāzæ-tun mir-æm                                                                                                             I would go if you permitted 
 
8. Cordiality (eraadat) 
 kāri dāšt-i dær xedmæt-æm                                                                                       if u had a work I would serve you 
 
9. Ritual politeness: a strategy which is often used in Persian culture and is called taarof; a kind of offer which the 
speaker utters for showing politeness even h/she may not intend to do so. 
Qorbun-et ber-æm                                                                                                            may I be sacrificed for you 
 
10. Modesty (shekasteh-nafsi): as it is argued by Sharifian (2005, p. 343) shekasteh nafsi is different from what is 
used in western cultures as modesty, in that they refer to two distinct but overlapping cultural schemas.  
Mā hæmiše mozāheme-tun miš-im                                                                                   we always intrude upon you 
 
11. Thanking: from a simple thanking to an intensified thanking. 
xeili Lotf  Kærd-id                                                                                                               you did a great favour 
 
12. expressing feeling 
Dele-mun vāsæ-tun tang miše                                                                                                      we miss you  
 
13. Back reference: the interlocutor points to what h/she said earlier. 
āre dige, chikār miše kærd?/Ke intor                                                                    Yeah…..what can be done?/ok then 
 
14. Summary: the interlocutor summarizes the previous discussion to indicate that the conversation has been 
completed. 
xolāse in-æm æz kāre mæn                                                                                                in brief, this was what I did  
 
15. Making excuse 
Sær-æm dærd mikon-e                                                                                                                  I have a headache 
 
16. Invoking God’s name: the speaker invokes God’s name and asks God for help or the interlocutor asks the other 
party to pray for him/her and some people swear to emphasize. 
Enšā-´-Allāh ke dorost miš-e                                                                                                  if God wants it will be ok  
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Be xodā dust dāræm bištær bā-t sohbæt kon-æm                                                 I swear on God that I like to talk with   
                                                                                                                                                           You more   
Dæst-e xodā be hæmrā-t                                                                                                         God’s hand with you 
 
x Direct strategies 
 
1-announcement of plan 
Mæn dār-æm mir-æm                                                                                                                           I’m going 
 
2. Reason for closure: the interlocutor mentions why h/she has talked with you or why h/she wants to end the 
conversation. 
Alan væqt-eš-o næ-dār-æm bā-hāt sohbæt kon-æm                                     I don’t have the time to talk with you now 
 
3. Goal: the speaker says h/she has reached the goal of conversation. 
Be ændāzeye kāfi sohbæt kærd-im                                                                              I think we’ve talked long enough 
 
4. Say hello to others 
Sælām be māmān-inā beres-un                                                                                                say my hi to your family 
 
5. Reinvocation of earlier made arrangements 
pæs mibinæm-et chāršænbeh                                                                                                so…see you on Wednesday 
 
6. Keeping in touch 
Bām dær tæmās bāš                                     stay in touch with me 
 
7. Wishing well 
movæfæq bāš-i                                                                                                                                Good luck 
 
8-Assurance for closure: the speaker makes sure if the other party has mentioned everything; a direct mitigating 
strategy used by Persians. 
Kāri nædār-i?                                                                                                                       Don’t you have any work? 
 
Table1. Frequency of strategies in two groups of responses to DCT 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct strategies 
 Native Persian Native American    NP NA 
Announcement of plan 2.3% 35.8%    
  
  
  
14% 
  
  
  
  
64.9% 
Reason for closure 3.9% 21.2%        
Say hello to others 3.3% 0% 
Wishing well 1.4% 7.9% 
Assurance for closure               3.1% 0% 
 
 
 
Imperatives to end 9% 2.1%   
  
  
  
  
  
Topic- bounding tokens 4.1% 2.3% 
Confirming tokens 0.88% 0% 
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Indirect  strategies 
Compensation/ promise 4% 2.9%   
  
  
  
  
  
86% 
  
  
  
  
  
  
35.1% 
Permission 10.5% 0% 
Cordiality  2.2% 0% 
Apology 11.3% 0.3% 
Ritual politeness 9.7% 0% 
Modesty 7.9% 0% 
Thanking 3.2% 13.1% 
Expressing feeling 7.22% 10.4% 
making excuse 9% 4 % 
Invoking God’s name 7% 0% 
                        Total   100 100   
      
Table 1 results reveal that indirect strategies encompassed about 86% of the responses by Persian speakers 
with the highest percentage for apology (11.3%) and permission (10.5%). While Americans differ markedly in that 
they applied direct strategies nearly 64.9% and their use of strategies such as say hello to others, assurance for 
closure, confirming tokens, permission, cordiality, apology, ritual politeness, modesty, and invoking God’s name 
were 0% .Employing 18 strategies by Persians and 10 strategies by Americans implies that Persians resort to various 
and elaborate strategies so that the termination will be proceeded smoothly. Consequently, it seems that there is a 
lengthy talk between the pre-closing section and the terminal pairs in Persian conversation which can be explained 
by the nature of face each person, subculture, and society defines and the selection from the single matrix of 
possibilities that each social grouping makes (Goffman, 1967) or as Sharifian (2005) puts it due to the complex 
socio-cultural system Persian has, personal relations in Iran require sophisticated skills. 
 
4.1. Native Persian speakers 
 
4.1.1. Situation of formality 
 
Considering the three items involving an interlocutor with a social distance (3, 5, 6, 7), we found that Persian 
speakers made use of elaborate deference expressions, second plural pronouns and prolonged the terminating section 
to indicate their respect. As Goffman (1967, p. 46) claims: “when people are on formal terms, much energy maybe 
spent in ensuring that events do not occur which might effectively carry an improper expression”. 
 
 
4.1.1.1. Terminating the conversation with a person whom you stand in formality with (Scenario 3)  
 
šærmændeh, æslæn yād-æm  næbud ye næfær montæzer-æme bāyæd ber-æm.bædbæxt hætmæn koli entezār kešid-e. 
Age ejāze bed-id mæn dige zæhmæt-o kæm mikon-æm. 
 
I’m ashamed, I didn’t remember it at all, someone is waiting for me, poor guy must have been waiting a lot. If you 
permit I don’t bother you anymore. 
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Surprisingly, some of the respondents even refrained from withdrawing from the talk and they claimed they were 
unable to upset their addressee, so they wait until the other party ends his/her speech. 
 
4.1.1.2. Interview between a job applicant and a manager (Scenario 5): Most speakers apologized and downgraded 
themselves along with explaining the reason why they did not accept the job to show politeness. 
 
rāsteš mæn fekr mikærd-æm šærāyete-tun jure digei bāše,vāqeæn dust nædāšt-æm mozāheme væqte-tun bešæm,hālā 
hæm æge šærāyete-tun kæmi tæqir kone xošhāl mišæm dær xedmæte-tun bāš-æm.bāzæm mæzeræt mikhā-m. 
 
Actually I thought your condition is something else, I indeed didn’t like to take out your time and now if your 
condition changes a bit I’ll be happy to serve you. I’m again sorry. 
 
4.1.1.3. A formal relatives’ gathering (scenario 6) 
 
Using more indirect strategies, Persian speakers preferred to make excuse and show it is imperative to relinquish 
the floor of talk and they promised for another meeting. 
 
Mæn færdā ævæle sobh bāyæd ber-æm kelās,emšæb ke šāns nædāšt-im hæmrāhe bæqie bāš-im,hālā dæfe dige 
tælāfišo dær miar-im.bā ejāzæt-un,bebæxšid. 
 
I should go to class tomorrow early morning, we didn’t have the chance to be a company of you tonight, next time 
we make up. With your permission, excuse me. 
 
4.1.1.4. Phone conversation with a relative (scenario 7): The respondents used diverse strategies depending on the 
degree of intimacy they had. 
 
Rāzi be zahmæt næbud-im, mozāheme-tun mish-im. mæmnun æz dævæte-tun,mibinime-tun išālāh. 
 
We were not content with bothering you, we will intrude upon you. Thank you for the invitation, we will meet you if 
God wants. 
 
4.1.2. Situation of Informality 
 
Being on familiar terms and between status equals, the speakers applied shorter utterances, fewer strategies and 
used singular pronouns. 
 
4.1.2.1. Conversation with a friend in front of the library in a monologue sense (scenario 1) 
 
Bebæxšid ….jun mæn færdā  emtehān dār-æm .išālāh færdā  bāt sohbæt mikon-æm. 
 
Excuse me dear….I have an exam tomorrow, I’ll talk to you tomorrow if God wants. 
 
 
 
4.1.2.2. Conversation with a classmate on phone (Scenario 2) 
 
šærmændeh bāese zæhmæt-et šod-æm , æge kāri bud ba kæmāle meil dær xedmæt-æm, salām be xānevāde beres-un. 
 
I’m ashamed; I bothered you, if you had any work I’d serve you with pleasure. Say my hi to your family. 
 
4.1.2.3. Conversation with a neighbor (Scenario 4) 
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xeili xošhāl šod-æm šenid-æm qæbul šod-i, enšālāh ke hæmiše movæfæq bāš-i. mozāhem nemiš-am, kāri nædār-i? 
 
I got extremely happy for your acceptance, good luck if God wants, I don’t intrude upon you, don’t you have any 
work? 
 
4.1.2.4. Conversation with a colleague (scenario 8) 
 
Persian participants often used imperative strategies and explained more to convince the addressee so that any 
misinterpretation is cleared. 
 
xeili xošhāl šod-æm didæm-et,māshin-æm ro bæd jāei pārk kærd-æm æge ejāze bed-i ber-æm tā police næiumæd-e. 
 
It was so nice seeing you, I parked my car badly, if you let I’ll go till the police hasn’t come. 
  
 4.2. Native American English speakers 
 
4.2.1. Situation of   formality 
 
As it is shown in table 1 Americans used direct strategies such as announcement of plan, reason for closure, 
expressing feeling and thanking strategies more than making excuse, compensation and imperatives to end. 
Common responses for situation 1, 2, 4&8 were respectively: 
 
I have to go now, my exam is ringing the bell and there is no time left, talk to you later. 
 
Thanks for helping me out so much, I’m going to get on with my work now and I’ll let you know how it goes, 
thanks again bye. 
 
Congratulation for getting into the university and good luck with everything. I have to go now. 
 
I got to move my car because I was in a rush and parked my car badly, catch you later. 
 
4.2.2. Situation of informality 
 
I really have to go now, I have a meeting in a while, it was nice talking to you, see you. (Scenario3) 
 
I have just realized that this job is not suitable for me and the job description is completely different to what I 
thought it would be. (Scenario 5) 
 
Nice meeting you all, but I got to go because I’m tired; I’m going home to get some sleep. (Scenario 6) 
 
It’s nice to have dinner with you after a long time; my mum wants to talk with you now, see you. (Scenario 7) 
 
 
5. Limitations of the study 
 
What follows is the limitations over which the researchers had little or no control that could have affected the 
generalizability of this research: 
1. Gender was controlled insofar as the participants answered the scenarios supposing that the interlocutor’s 
gender was the same. Thus, due to the difficult access to American participants, the equal number of female and 
male participants in each group was not taken into account. 
2. There was no control over the social class of the participants.  
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3. Age was controlled to some extent but it was not the concern of this paper and the results of the DCTs were 
not analyzed according to this variable. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Persian is a language with public orientation, as opposed to English that is individually oriented; consequently 
they concern much more about public face. In addition, in situation of formality and social distance, the formality of 
context has a significant effect on the structure of terminal sequences in their conversations. Findings showed that 
English and Persian differ significantly in terms of strategies of termination in the sense that direct strategies are 
more frequent in English while indirect strategies are more frequent in Persian; as Persians resort to various and 
more complex strategies to end a conversation which is explained by cultural factors. This study suggests that 
English learners should enhance their perception of sociocultural patterns, politeness norms and topic termination 
strategies of the target culture and should be provided with the appropriate linguistic forms to convey their intention 
so that cross-cultural clashes are avoided. 
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Appendix A 
 
Age:                                                                    Sex:                                                            Education: 
 
Please read the following scenarios carefully. Write out whatever you will naturally say in these imaginary 
situations to your addressee and you feel are appropriate. Your interlocutor’s gender is the same as yours. Answer 
the questions patiently and carefully. Thank you for your cooperation in advance.  
 
1-You see your friend in front of the library, you have an exam tomorrow and h/she is still talking about him/herself. 
You want to start studying as soon as possible, how do you end your conversation? 
 
2-You are talking on the phone with a friend of yours whom you have gotten helped for your research, you want to 
hang up the phone. 
 
3-You are tired of talking with the person whom you stand in formality with and you want to end your conversation. 
 
4-You are talking with your neighbor who has been accepted in university entrance examination, how do you end 
your conversation? 
 
5-You go to the place where they called for hiring you, you are talking with the office manager, after being informed 
about the requirements of the office you come to the conclusion that this is not an appropriate job for you. What 
would you say to end your conversation? 
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6-You are in your grandparents’ house and your relatives are present too, you are tired and you want to leave the 
gathering, what will you say to end your chat? 
 
7-Your uncle (or aunt) calls and invites you for dinner, you want to end your conversation and pass the phone to 
your mother. What will you say? 
 
8-You see one of your colleagues in street, you are greeting him and you want to come back to your car which is 
parked badly. What do you say to end the conversation? 
 
We greatly appreciate your time 
